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Abstract—Top-k pairs and top-k objects requests have to get
significant notice by the research group. The framework
handles several top-k pairs and top-k object queries. It allowed
to uses a different gaining window. We use different types of k
and a different size of sliding windows. Also the framework to
allow the users to allows the users explain arbitrarily complex
gaining functions and supports out of the data streams. To all
the queries that use the same scoring functions. We need to
maintain only one k skyband. In existing, we present the first
approach to answer a broad class of top-k pairs and top-k
objects queries, but this only concentrates on retrieval speed but
there is possibility for leaching attack which our proposed
system can overcome.
Index Terms—Top-k pairs, Top-k object query, Leaching
attack, Data mining.
I. INTRODUCTION
A scoring function that computes the score of an object, a top-k
objects query returns k objects with the smallest scores. Given a
scoring function; that computes the score of a pair of object; a topk pair query returns k pairs with the smallest scores among all
possible pairs of objects. k closest pairs queries, k furthest pairs
queries and their variants are some well studied examples of top-k
pairs queries that rank the pairs on distance functions.
Due to the importance of the top-k queries, numerous algorithms
have been proposed to answer several variants of the top-k objects
and top-k pair queries [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. Our focus in this
paper is on developing efficient techniques for top-k queries over
sliding windows. Top-k objects queries over sliding windows have
many applications and have received significant research attention
in the past few years [6], [7], [8]. However, Top-k pair query over
sliding windows has not been studied well. Therefore, our main
focus in this paper is on presenting the techniques for top-k pair
queries. Then, we show that the framework can be used to answer
top-k objects queries.
Top-k pair queries have many interesting applications in different
areas such as wireless sensor network, stock market, traffic
monitoring and internet applications, etc. For instance, top-k pair
queries can be used for pair-trading [9]. Pair-trading is a market
neutral strategy according to which two correlated stocks that
follow same day-to-day price movement (e.g., Coca-Cola and
Pepsi) may be used to earn profit when the correlation between
them weakens, i.e., one stock goes up and the other goes down.
The profit can be earned by buying the underperforming stock and
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selling it when the divergence between the two stocks returns to
normal. A top-k pairs query can be issued to obtain the pairs of
stocks that are correlated (e.g., they belong to the same business
sector and have similar fundamentals such as market caps,
dividends, etc.) and display different trends. Pair-trading can be
profitable only if the trader is the first one to capitalize on the
opportunity [9]. Hence, the trader may want to continuously
monitor the top-k pairs from the most recent data (e.g., a sliding
window containing most recent n items). In this proposed system
we using leaching algorithm.
We present a unified approach to answer a broad class of top-k
pairs query including the k closest pairs queries, the k furthest pairs
queries and their variants. The expected performance of the
proposed algorithms is optimal when the queries involve two or
less attributes. Extensive experiments demonstrate the efficiency of
our proposed algorithms.

We present efficient techniques to answer a broad class of top-k
pairs query over sliding windows. We provide a detailed
complexity analysis and show that the storage requirement and
the performance of our algorithms are reasonably close to the
lower bound. We verify this by an extensive experimental
evaluation and demonstrate the efficiency of our approach.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. Top-k Pairs and Top-k Queries
Top-k pairs and top-k objects queries have received significant
attention by the research community. In existing, we present the
first approach to answer a broad class of top-k pairs and top-k
objects queries.
Consider another example of an online auction website. A user
may be interested in finding the pairs of products that have similar
specifications but are sold at very different prices (i.e., different
final bids). Such pairs may be used to understand the user behavior
and market trends, e.g., suitable bidding time for buyers and
suitable bidding closing time for sellers etc. An analyst or a user
may issue the following query to obtain top-k pairs of such
products sold during some days.
The existing systems have no security for database. Leeching
attack can be done through SQL injection. Coding analyzation for
weak code detection is not present.
B. Leaching Process
To overcome the leeching and SQL injection attack in the areas
like existing system, we propose Anti-leeching algorithm. Using
the existing system, query processing speed will be high during
transaction by the user. Verification is done in all the fields to
prevent from leeching attack. If any query hits the database then
privilege verification will be done. If any attacking query enters
into the system then the alarm notification will be send to all the
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database admin. If the privilege is from admin then it will send the
query to all other admin. They will verify whether that query is an
attacking query or not. If yes that query is blocked
Encryption is done between admin during transfer of response.
This process will prevent from hacking attack. If the privilege is
from client, it will verify the privilege, the privilege is other than
client’s privilege then it will send the query to all the admin, They
will verify whether that query is an attacking query or not. If yes
that query is blocked. If the privilege is from user, it will verify the
privilege, the privilege is other than user’s privilege then it will
send the query to all the admin, They will verify whether that
query is an attacking query or not. If yes it will block that query
and also the user. Admin can verify the path of the attacking query.
Develop a static code analyzer tool. Apply the weak coding to the
tool. Our static code analyzer tool can analyze the applied coding
and check the path of the attack and it will report the weak places
by which the attacker may attack. External user also can verify
their coding by using our static code analyzer tool.
Both data mining performance as well as security for database is
provided. The most threatening leeching attack cannot be done
here. Anti leeching attack algorithm not only detects attack it also
prevents the attackers from sensitive data and provides high
security. The security leaks can be found at coding level so the
developers can modify them to make strong.
III. METHODS
The proposed system to implement the partition parallelism we
follow below methods:
A. SQL Injection Attack Detection
In this module we are going to create an user application by which
the User is allowed to access the data from the Server of the
Service Provider. Here first the User wants to create an account
and then only they are allowed to access the Network. Once the
User creates an account, they are to login into their account and
request the Job from the Service Provider. Based on the User’s
request, the Service Provider will process the User requested Job
and respond to them. All the User details will be stored in the
Database of the Service Provider. In this Project, we will design
the User Interface Frame to Communicate with the Server through
Network Coding using the programming Languages like Java/
.Net. By sending the request to Server Provider, the User can
access the requested data if they authenticated by the Cloud
Service Provider.
Bank server will be created for maintaining all bank transaction.
Clients will be registered under banks for further transactions.
Server will maintain black list. This black list will contain the
existing attackers list.
Data base admin will be created to maintain the database
privileges. It will allocate all the privileges according to the
designation. There will be n number of db admin to maintain this
database depending upon the organization.
The clients to request to bank data base system for online
transaction. The request privileges sent to database system. So the
bank databases to send privilege to client. Also the database send
authentication to client.

When the queries from different privilege tries to execute in the
database a notification will be sent to all admin. They will verify
and double check the query for harm full query. All db admin
should check and accept the query then only the query will execute
success fully. If a single db admin denies the query then the query
will not be executed and the user will be blocked (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Leaching processes.
The client sent to the query implementation to server. The query
verified by database to if the query is any vulnerable it will be
denied database. If the query accepted by database it is executed to
client. Then automatically services provided by database to client.
The banks sever to provide the services for query verification,
query acceptance, denying query. Client’s to implements the query
to bank server. The query verified by server, if it is valid, it
executed, otherwise to denying this query. Now the clients to
access the bank database through online. The client request to bank
sever, it provide bank services to clients.
D. Static Code Analyzer Creation
After blocking the attacker the software will be applied to the static
code analyzer which will check for the weak code design. This
weak code will be highlighted for modification to make it strong
and to prevent future attacks. This makes the software mores
stronger.
The static code analyzer used to analyze the query it valid or not.
The databases to provide code for analyzer to verify the client
query. If the code is weak the analyzers, that detected weak code is
sent to database.
In many real-world applications, the objects do not arrive in correct
order due to various reasons such as network delay and data sent
from different sources [10], [11]. Such streams are called out-oforder data streams. In out-of-order streams, the age of an object
does not denote the time since it has been in the sliding window
(i.e., the time since it was received) but it denotes the time since it
was sent to the server. Hence, the age of a newly received object
may be larger than the age of objects received earlier.
We vary the number of colors (each object is randomly assigned
one color) and study the performance of our algorithms for
heterochromatic and homochromatic queries. Note that the
homochromatic query is the same as a non-chromatic query when
only one color is used. The cost of both homochromatic and
heterochromatic queries is lower than the cost of non-chromatic
queries. The cost of homochromatic queries decreases with the
increase in number of colors because the number of valid pairs
decreases. In contrast, the cost of heterochromatic queries increases
because the number of valid pairs increases when the number of
colors is larger [12-25].
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented techniques for answering ad-hoc
top-k queries over streaming data. We have introduced techniques
based on the notion of geometric arrangements and presented their
practical realization in a data streaming scenario. We have
presented analytical and experimental results quantifying the
tradeoffs around the choice of various parameters inherent in our
techniques. Our results demonstrate the practical utility of our
methods.
We present efficient techniques to answer a broad class of top-k
pairs and top-k objects queries over sliding windows. The
efficiency of the proposed techniques is evaluated by a detailed
complexity analysis and an extensive experimental study. The
proposed framework can handle arbitrary scoring functions,
supports queries with any window size and works for out-of-order
data streams. We using that leaching algorithm, both data mining
performance as well as security for database is provided. The most
threatening leeching attack cannot be done here. Anti leeching
attack algorithm not only detects attack it also prevents the
attackers from sensitive data and provides high security. The
security leaks can be found at coding level so the developers can
modify them to make strong [26-28].
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